
RSWC SHARE BOARD PROGRAM   
There is a rack installed for kayaks and SUPS in the share program. These vessels are marked with 
Retreat logo stickers. If you have a board or kayak you would like to donate to the share program, please 
notify Laurie@virtuousmg.com. Also, hooks have been installed on the SUP storage tower so that SUPs 
may be strapped in to avoid tipping. Please refer to the following guidelines Our neighborhood enjoys a 
beautiful, natural setting with lakeside access to Draper Lake. It is one of the amenities that 
differentiates the Retreat from other 30A communities. The convenience to keep our personal boards 
and kayaks by the lake is a privilege and one that we would like to continue well into the future. In order 
to do this, it is important to remember that the Retreat lakeside park is a shared amenity, and we need 
to make a collective effort to keep it orderly. They are available for the enjoyment of all homeowners 
and guests of the Retreat. We do ask that these vessels and paddles be returned to their racks after 
each use. 
 
Gulf SUP Rentals 
Excel Beach Services is offering beachside paddleboard rentals for a daily rate of $75 (9:00-5:00). 
For more information contact Chris Trafton at (850)420-8062. 
Concierge Board Service 
If you prefer to store your board at your home, Excel Beach Services is offering to retrieve it from 
your home, take it to the beach, and return it when finished for a rate of $25 per board. For more 
information contact Chris Trafton at (850)420-8062. 
 
Rack Your Board 
All boats (SUPS, Kayaks, and canoes) must be racked when not in use. 
Use the Appropriate Rack 
o SUPS- Vertical storage at the tower is for stand-up paddle boards 
o Boats/Multi vessels- Horizontal storage is for larger vessels (kayaks and canoes). 
 
These arms are heavy duty with large spaces and can store more than one vessel, so if 
you would like to use them to stow your SUP with your kayak this is acceptable. If you 
own two kayaks and can place them in a shared horizontal space, please do so to help 
create more shared space for others. Do not utilize horizontal storage for stand-up paddle 
boards alone. On ground storage on the bottom level of the horizontal racks is 
appropriate for larger vessels but should not extend beyond the width of the arms (three 
kayaks side by side in one space is likely too many). On ground storage outside of the 
racks is not acceptable. If your vessel does not fit in a rack or is too heavy to use in the 
racks provided than that vessel needs to be stored at your home rather than the lakeside 
park. 
ID Your Board 
Label all water vessels that are stored lakeside with your Lot number in a manner that is clearly 
visible on the front end of your board or boat. Please see the courtesy guards to pick up numbered 
waterproof stickers for this purpose; alternately there will also be plastic tags available which can 
be zip tied to your vessel for easy removal if preferred. The purpose for labeling your board is to 
help us know who to contact when boards are left unracked and to identify abandoned vessels. 


